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More Driving Pleasure Less Emissions

The BERU Systems high-temperature sensor (HTS) 

with platinum shunt resistor is distinguished by a 

short response time and high mechanical stability, 

operates within a measurement range from -40 to 

1,000°C and can be fi tted in almost any installation 

position thanks to the closed design – at insertion 

depths from 25 to 70 mm and bending angle from 

0 to 120°.

You can fi nd out more about innovative and economical 

sensor solutions to determine temperature or move-

ment, with and without integrated control, customized 

or standardized, in large and small batches at 

+49/7141/132–235. 

Or by email: technology@beru.com.

Sensors from BERU Systems:  
fast and reliable.
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The future’s not 

all-electric

Hybrids and electric vehicles (EVs) are

coming under the spotlight. GM has had to

embarrassingly admit its Volt is not, after

all, entirely electrically driven, as we report

on page 12.

Meanwhile, Daimler’s  Dieter Zetsche

poured cold water on Nissan and Renault

chief Carlos Ghosn’s 2009 prediction that,

by 2020, EVs would account for 10% of

global sales, saying it would be more like 

1 to 5%, which supports Bernhard Bihr’s forecast, as you 

can read in this issue’s spotlight interview (page 14).

What makes Zetsche’s remarks more telling is that he

made them in China, while discussing Daimler’s co-operation

with Chinese EV maker BYD.

Proponents of EVs say users will be happy with a restricted

commuting range, but a survey conducted by Deloitte

Consulting in the USA claims that 70% of potential buyers

want a 500Kms capability.

Despite growing disquiet over EVs, they still proliferated at

the Paris Motor Show – from Audi’s latest E-Tron Spyder

through to the Renault Twizy, one of four EVs displayed by

the French manufacturer and potentially the most sensible

and practical application of electric technology.

And although Jaguar’s C-X75 stole the Paris headlines with

its futuristic micro-turbine range extender technology, it will

be many years before this hybrid system becomes a

production reality.

The appearance of the C-X75 also overshadowed a more

practical power boosting flywheel hybrid that Automotive

Design exclusively covers on page 18.

The reality is that five, 10 years down the road, there will

be numerous powertrain combinations. In the meantime, this

gives the supply industry a golden opportunity to develop

new technologies and processes that OEMs will need, in

order to meet the technological challenges of developing

vehicles that are economical, environmentally acceptable and

enjoyable to drive.

Ian Adcock, Editor in Chief
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News

Magna Powertrain is supplying Kia with its new DynaMax all-wheel drive

system for its 2011 Sportage crossover.

Basically like other systems with an electric motor operating an oil

pump to pressurise a housing with a multidisc clutch, the hydraulic

pressure applies the clutch, so that required torque is transferred from

the front-drive to the rear differential. The greater the pressure, the

more torque is shifted to the rear. However, there are some crucial

differences, according to Walter Sackl, Magna Powertrain's global

product manager.

The CAN bus monitors inputs from the throttle position, steering

angle, vehicle speed and road texture that go to the AWD computer,

which calculates the ideal front-rear torque split.

The motor is powered up to 10rpm to run the pump, building the

required hydraulic pressure to a maximum of 2.0 MPa for the clutch. 

At start-up, the system presets the front-rear torque distribution, so

there is no slip on the front axle. As the vehicle moves off, the DynaMax

continuously monitors sensor readings to anticipate changes in driving

conditions.

The computer recalculates impending torque split requirements

from the CAN bus data, making instantaneous adjustments in motor-

pump-to-clutch-housing system oil pressure, with the help of the

housing pressure sensor. 

As Magna engineers designed the DynaMax system to react quickly

in changing traction conditions, such as encountering an icy road, it

never starts from an ‘off’ position.

By using a georotor type pump, Magna claims that typical response

time to ‘tune’ for an impending change in torque-split requirement is

50-100 ms. If a torque increase is needed from the engine, it takes up to

300 ms to build up.

The DynaMax coupling was sized for lightness and engineered for

minimum energy use. Its 1000Nm peak torque design capacity is more

than adequate, because the new Sportage's 2.4 L engine's rated peak

torque is 228 Nm. However, Kia intends to use this coupling in more

forthcoming vehicles.

Kia debuts new Magna Powertrain AWD

NAVTEQ’s Natural Guidance navigation system is said to be the first to

eliminate current linear navigation instructions – eg, ‘turn right in 50

metres on High Street’ – and instead guide people in the way they

instruct each other through descriptions of orientation points, such as

distinctive locations and landmarks – for example, ‘turn right after the

yellow shop’ or ‘turn right at the traffic signal’. 

Research shows consumers want more intuitive and practical

directions, because they are easier to follow and allow drivers to keep

their eyes on the road. NAVTEQ Natural Guidance enables applications to

use recognisable and easily understandable points of reference close to

the decision point to highlight the next manoeuvre. 

“Natural Guidance provides the kind of directions we want as

people,” said Tiffany Treacy, NAVTEQ senior vice president of product

management. “It challenges the man-machine status quo of how

navigation systems have worked by enabling the kind of guidance that

sounds like it’s coming from a friend who is riding along with you. This is

a revolutionary first step towards more natural and ultimately more

personalised experiences.” 

NAVTEQ Natural Guidance is currently available for London, Berlin,

Chicago, National Capital Region of Delhi, Los Angeles, New York,

Munich and Paris, with aggressive expansion plans to add more cities

throughout Europe, North America and Asia Pacific by the end of 2011.

Navigation, with 
a human touchContinental has developed a wireless interface with smart ‘phones that

directly reports tyre pressure status. 

The Continental Interior Division’s ‘Filling Assistant’ specifies the

exact inflation pressure of each tyre, so that, when inflating the tyre, the

optimum pressure can be achieved, even when the inflation pump does

not accurately measure the pressure. In addition, a brief sounding of the

horn and blink signal can be given to confirm when the tyre has been

inflated to the correct pressure level. 

Technical requirements for the

system are a tyre pressure

monitoring system with the

corresponding sensors in the tyres

and factory-integrated vehicle

electronics with a wireless

interface.

Series production of the ‘Filling

Assistant’ in new vehicles is

expected from 2013 onwards when

Continental also expects to start

mass producing tyres that will have

sensors collecting data directly

from underneath the tyre tread,

instead of sensors connected to the

valve, thereby marking the

beginning of the intelligent tyre era.

Smart ‘phone tyre monitor

6 www.automotivedesign.eu.com November 2010
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sales.components@isabellenhuette.de

www.isabellenhuette.de

Innovation from tradition

Low-ohmic
VMx precision resistors

Features:
 3 watt power loss (size 2512)
 max. 25A constant current
 tcr < 20ppm/K
 Rthi < 20K/W 

This is unrivalled quality.

On pole 
position

News

Delphi expects the first application of its

advanced key fob technology, which

uses both Bluetooth and Near Field

Communications (NFC), to be in 2013,

according to Rudolf Hemmert, product

marketing manager for European

electronics and safety. “All the OEMs

want to be first; the decision as to who

that is will be taken by the end of the

year,” he told Automotive Design.

Delphi’s key fob designs and

custom apps enable information

exchange between drivers and their vehicles that is continual, reliable and

convenient, while giving vehicle manufacturers the ability to meet the specific

information needs of different global markets.

Using a custom phone app, medium-range connectivity of 200 metres or

more can now be made available, without subscription fees, cellular network

delays or coverage gaps. Delphi’s Bluetooth Gateway Key Fob also allows

users to view important vehicle data and complete often-performed tasks

remotely on their smart phone or similar device.

Delphi also offers a Smart Key Fob that uses NFC to provide drivers

direct accessibility to vehicle information, while helping to ensure the security

of data exchange. The NFC wireless standard, a read/write technology, offers

both secure information transfer and a low power consumption mode. Its

low-range communication profile – only 5 cms – helps prevent hacking,

while its low consumption mode ensures durability and reliability. Data

exchange is made possible using an NFC module integrated in the vehicle.

The system antenna enables data transfer from the vehicle to the key fob,

with the transferred information accessed by the driver via any NFC-

compatible portable device that has an active display, such as a smart phone.

Typical information that could be accessed includes vehicle status,

maintenance alerts, personalised settings for comfort features, vehicle

location via GPS, driver identity and emergency contacts.

More than just a key

Active differential combines 
with dual clutch transmission
Ferrari’s new 458 Italia debuts Getrag’s Powershift 7DCL750

transmission, the first with an active differential lock (eLSD,

electronically controlled limited slip differential) integrated into a dual

clutch transmission. It is actuated both by the transmission electronics

and the system hydraulics present in the transmission to further

optimise driving dynamics. The use of a planetary gear differential and 

a disk pack arrangement, according to the shaft-to-shaft principle,

produces an extremely compact design, with low clutch torques. 

Carbon fibre friction disks and a shared transmission oil supply

guarantee a high thermal load capacity. The differential does not need

separate actuators or an electronic control unit, as the dual clutch

transmission delivers the hydraulic pressure needed for actuation, 

while the control strategy of the differential lock has been integrated

into the transmission control unit.

"That combines two positive effects: it helps reduce both

installation space and costs," explained Hans-Peter Nett, manager 

of advanced engineering at GETRAG All Wheel Drive AB in Cologne.
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News

News in brief
New power-efficient
sensor released
Sensirion’s new SHT2x digital humidity and

temperature sensor integrates sensors and full

signal processing in a 3 x 3 x 1.1-mm DFN 3-0

package. Over-moulding of the sensor chip

provides protection against ageing and ambient

conditions, delivering long-term stability. The

humidity sensors SHT2x are fully calibrated 

and provide an I2C digital interface. Analogue

output modes are available on request. Digital

communication mode enables a low power

consumption of 3µW in normal operation.

Available on tape and reel, the reflow

solderable SHT2x are suitable for high-volume

applications. An extended quality assurance

programme ensures low PPM values.

Optimising calibration 
of ECU algorithms
Vector has released CANape 9.0 – an

engineering software tool for ECU calibration.

Its extended measurement functionality,

increased diagnostic capabilities and

integrated image processing simplify

optimisation of ECU parameters in all motor

vehicles. In measuring and calibrating ECUs,

developers will benefit from support of the

new ASAM measurement data format, MDF

4.0. CANape can now write measurement files

of any desired size, breaking through the

previous 4-Gigabyte barrier. This enables

uninterrupted logging of long-term

measurements or measurements involving

large amounts of data. CANape 9.0 saves the

measured data, pre-sorted, in MDF4 format. 

In the case of large files, this eliminates the

previously necessary and time-consuming

sorting at the end of a measurement. 

Bonding dissimilar
materials
Huntsman Advanced Materials is launching 

a range of composite bonders for assembling

dissimilar materials, which, along with silane

modified polymers, adds a fourth category to

the Araldite range. The additions are the high

strength composite bonder Araldite AW

4858/Hardener HW 4858, the highly

temperature-resistant Araldite AW

4859/Hardener HW 4859, both epoxy based,

and a pair of silane modified polymers, one

component, moisture curing adhesives,

Araldite 2060 and Araldite 2061. Both epoxy-

based adhesives display lap shear strengths

of up to 40 MPa on composite parts.

ARPRO expanded bead polypropylene (EPP) is

at the heart of a new lightweight sandwich

panel technology that has been developed by

UK based inrekor.

More normally associated with seat

cushion cores and bumpers, ARPRO is the ideal

filling between two aluminium or steel sheets

to deliver light, yet strong panels, states inrekor

founder Steve Morley. A prototype four-seat

chassis made from inrekor weighs only

160Kgs, compared to 300 using conventional

materials and structures.

According to Morley, metal gauge can be

reduced to 3mm, further reducing weight. By

fine-tuning the materials and internal density 

of the ARPRO, and adjusting the offset, the

sandwich structure’s stiffness can be varied to

absorb impact progressively in crash zones.

inrekor also has the advantage of acting as a

noise, vibration and harshness attenuator,

eliminating the need for bulky, and often heavy,

sound absorption materials.

Unlike a conventional monocoque, an

inrekor vehicle would have an inner core made

from the sandwich material, with non structural

body parts. Structural tests conducted by

Warwick Manufacturing Group and crash tests

at MIRA proved that an inrekor front end

structure was capable of meeting current

EuroNCAP 5* requirements.

Morley claims to be in discussion with six

OEMs, including one European, and has a

“running project” with one, although he

declined to confirm a launch date.

The world’s first one-piece

carbon fibre road wheel is now

in limited production.

Developed and made by Carbon

Revolution, it has been

specified by SSC, the small US

supercar company that until

recently held the ‘fastest car in

the world’ title.

Contained in an 8.5 x 19

inch size, the front wheel

weighs just 5.6kg, or roughly

half that of an aluminium

equivalent. This benefits ride,

handling, steering and braking.

The maker also claims that,

because of the material’s

damping characteristics, road

vibration is reduced.

Carbon Revolution is an

Australian company, with scientific input from

Deakin University. The State of Victoria has

subsidised a new R&D and manufacturing

facility. The wheel has been validated in biaxial

tests at the Fraunhofer Gesellschaft in Munich

and received DoT certification in the US.

According to Brett Gass of Carbon

Revolution, the company still has some way to

go in cutting down manufacturing time

sufficiently to reduce the price of the wheels

enough for large-scale fitment. He compares

the likely timeframe with that of carbon-

ceramic brake discs.

But he is optimistic for a relatively

widespread adoption of the wheels, because

they are an easy addition to a car, improve

many dynamic aspects and, importantly, are

visible to the customer.

Lightweight structures
breakthrough

Carbon fibre road wheel is a world first 
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News

Controlled Power Technologies (CPT)

claims its latest belt-driven integrated

starter generator (B-ISG), SpeedStart,

overcomes driver ‘change of mind,’

thanks to its sub 20ms response

time.

A shortcoming with the present

generation of starter motor-based

stop-start systems is that, once

engine speed drops below a given

point, the engine cannot be prevented

from shutting down before restarting.

If the driver has a change of mind

about stopping, he can’t follow that

through, because the conventional

stop-start system will have taken

over.

Even if the engine speed

decays to less than 400rpm,

SpeedStart will crank it back up to

750rpm in 0.15 seconds, says CPT’s

senior manager for micro-hybrids,

Mike Dowsett.

The switched reluctance (SR)

motor is liquid cooled, generating

peak currents of 205 amps and has

a starting torque of 72Nm, with a

maximum continuous output of

2.7kW. It has a system efficiency of

approximately 90% over a large

area of its generating envelope,

which is much higher than a

conventional alternator. With

response times of less than 1/100

second (10ms) to establish full

current in the windings, the SR

motor ensures there are no delays,

allowing an engine to restart

immediately. 

As well as accommodating

automatic transmissions, 

SpeedStart has demonstrated it 

can crank diesel engines of up to 

2-litres and petrol engines to 

4.4-litres.

‘Driver change of mind’ performance – Measured: 2.01 diesel powertrain
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CPT SpeedStart® switched
reluctance machine has zero
pre-flux delay for excellent
‘change of mind’ performance

Ford’s revised Mondeo is the first in its class to feature an

Active Grille Shutter, claims Ford of Europe’s CD carline project

manager Dr Bernhard Mayers.

Engineered in-house and manufactured by Röchling

Automotive, it’s located in the lower grille and has 15 opening

positions in six degree increments. “It’s quite a complex

algorithm to develop, taking inputs from water and oil

temperatures, as well as vehicle speed, torque and rpm, and if

the air-conditioning is operating,” he explained. Fully closed, the

AGS reduces the five-door Mondeo’s Cd from 0.31 to 0.29. 

Currently fitted to the 2-litre EcoBoost and 2.2-litre Duratorq

TDCi versions, it will roll out across other models in the future.

Active grille shutter for revised Mondeo

 

Stop-start
breakthrough
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News

BMW has gone back to the future with its latest innovation to protect

vulnerable road users. It is using radio transponders, a technology that’s

been around for over 40 years and was used by James Bond to track Auric

Goldfinger in the eponymous 1965 movie. In this case, BMWs of the future

could recognise, track and predict children’s movements to ensure their

safety. 

It is part of a wider German study designed to protect vulnerable road

users. Known initially as AMULETT – a three-year study involving BMW, the

Bavarian economic affairs ministry, Continental Safety Engineering, the

Fraunhofer Institute, Munich’s Technical University and Zentec project

management – the project has been expanded to involve Daimler, tier-one

suppliers and universities, and is now known as KoTAG. 

It is based on a simple radio frequency transponder currently about

the size of a couple of packets of cigarettes, but which could be as small

as a pebble, cost a few Euros and be carried in a child’s backpack or sewn

into clothing.

The approaching car uses a Doppler system to recognise how far the

transponder/child is away and triangulates the signal with twin aerials on

either side of the windscreen. As the car gets nearer, the child’s

movements are tracked and a movement vector created to predict where

the child could be when the car passes. Up to 100 children’s movements

can be vectored in real time. If the software determines a potential danger

of a collision, then the driver will be warned and the brakes prepared by

pre-priming the hydraulic system. If the driver takes no action, the car will

brake automatically and eventually come to a halt. The braking system

action is very similar to Volvo’s pedestrian safety system, but the Swedish

car maker uses cameras to recognise pedestrians, although they cannot

predict what they might do.

BMW’s system, which can recognise children behind vehicles and

buildings, uses simple, well-proven technology and could be on the market

in just a few years, with every child in Germany issued with a transponder. 

“It is essential that we pursue this research to protect vulnerable road

users,” says project general manager Dirk Wisselmann.

Safety amulet 
for children
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General Motors has been granted patents on its

forthcoming extended-range battery car, the

Volt/Ampera, and revealed its inner workings.

The basic hardware of a separate motor and

generator, plus 1.4-litre petrol engine driving

through a planetary gear set with three clutches,

drives the front wheels in four distinct modes. 

Most controversial is the ‘Mountain Mode’,

which drivers will need to engage at least 20

minutes in advance of long and steep hills, so

that the petrol engine can build sufficient

charge to maintain full power up the slope. The

basic ‘Single Motor Electric Mode’ uses power

from the 16kWh lithium-ion battery, giving a

claimed range of 64Kms. Drivers can use a

‘Hold Mode’, where the battery’s charge is held

in reserve for use in electric-only areas,

such as inner cities where battery cars

enjoy special dispensations. 

At high speeds, the generator/motor

can also be used to provide extra

performance and reduce motor rotation

speeds in ‘Two-Motor Mode’. When the

electric-only driving range is exhausted

and the engine is supplying the motive

power, the Two-Motor Mode can also be

used to provide extra power and

acceleration. All of the propulsion energy is

seamlessly blended via the planetary gear and

sent to the final drive. In future, intelligent

satellite navigation systems might predict the

driver’s route and give adequate warning of

steep hills, perhaps even automatically

activating the engine well in advance. The first

versions of the Volt are unlikely to have this

facility, however, and it will be up to the driver

to anticipate the hills on route.

Integrating the heat exchanger into the intake

manifold cuts package and air volume of the

intake air duct by more than 40%, thereby

improving engine response. 

“You can feel that engines have more

punch, due to the shorter intake duct. Lag has

always been a characteristic of turbocharging,

but this is almost entirely eliminated now.

Besides air volume, there is also a 20% cost,

weight and parts count reduction,” explained

Marco Barbolini, product manager at Röchling

Automotive. “After all, the charge air tube is

shortened by over 50% on the hot side and

eliminated entirely on the cold side, along with

the connectors. As far as the charge air cooler 

is concerned, the headers on both sides are

obsolete.”Balanced air distribution is optimised

using computational fluid dynamics (CFD). Even

so, it is more complex with an integrated heat

exchanger than for a simple intake manifold. At

the same time, the need for evenly balanced air

distribution and temperature for each cylinder is

higher, irrespective of the prevailing temperature

of the ambient air, engine and coolant. 

The high temperatures are on a par with

high pressures varying according to changing

engine power output. 

Less air, more punch

Toyota has developed a new ecological plastic

that is ready for extensive use in its forthcoming

models. Claimed to be tougher, harder wearing

and more shrink resistant than previous bio-

plastics, it is the first in the world to be made

using bio-PET, which includes a raw material

derived from sugar cane.

Developed by Toyota and Toyota Tusho

Corporation, it will reduce the amount of

petroleum-based products used in

manufacturing and also cut vehicle whole-life

emissions performance by being more carbon-

neutral.

The new plastic’s robust qualities make it

suitable for use for vehicle liners, carpeting,

seats and other interior surfaces. Its first

application is for the luggage compartment liner

in the new Lexus CT 200h, while later next year

Toyota proposes to introduce a model in which

it will cover 80% of the vehicle interior. Toyota

expects the new ecological plastic, through its

use in volume production, to match the cost-

per-part performance of conventional,

petroleum-based plastics.

The product builds on Toyota’s successful

development and application of bio-plastics

over the past 10 years, including the world’s

first use of a material made with polyactic acid

in 2003. In 2009, it achieved another world first

with the introduction of its original ecological

plastic, an injection moulded material derived

from plants that is used to make scuff plates,

trim elements and seat cushions in the third

generation Prius.

Toyota launches
bio plastic

Korea singled out
as test bed market
If you want to test new technology or discover

technology trends, go to South Korea. That’s the

advice of Alejandro Mesonero, head of design

for Renault Samsung Motors.

Koreans are demanding and discerning,

and the country is used by other global

industries, such as cosmetics and electronics

as a test bed, he said.

“Koreans are eager for new things, so even

European companies will launch new products

here to see how they go before launching them

in Europe,” explained Mesonero.This is why the

relationship with Samsung Electronics, which

was originally due to expire in 2012 and now

has been extended until 2020, is so important.

Samsung owns 19.9 % of RSM, with Renault

commanding the balance. 

“Koreans are hungry. Look at what has

happened at Hyundai and Kia – it’s amazing.

They’re doing an excellent job. Our benchmark

isn’t VW or Audi; it is more likely to be Kia. In

one model generation, what Kia has done is a

revolution that would have taken two

generations in Europe.”

Part of this is explained by South Korea’s

decision to invest in manufacturing from the

1960s, starting with low tech, simple products.

“But they learnt quickly. Korea has now moved

from copying to doing its own thing and China

will, too.”

Chevy Volt – EV or hybrid?

November 2010
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B
osch Engineering acts as a

bridge between the parent

company – especially the

chassis systems, petrol,

diesel and core research departments

– and vehicle producers around the

world, especially niche players who

want systems specifically tuned to

their own, unique requirements.

Located at Abstatt, about 40kms

from Stuttgart, it employs 1,200

people globally, embracing its offices

in the USA, China – where it is making

a “big effort”, says Bernhard Bihr –

plus Japan and Austria. The company

has also opened an office in Brazil

recently and is in the process of

building up its Italian and UK facilities

to accommodate clients in those

countries. Russia, says Bihr, is a

longer term strategy. “We are

preparing our approach to Russia

slowly, because, in some cases, you

need to be patient to be successful.

We don’t want to make a big

investment that comes to nothing.

“As we are strictly customer

focused, we do it so the customer

can, and will, take advantage of our

services, without forcing ourselves

into the market for any reason. For

instance, in Brazil, where we had

Bosch people already in place, 

we started a motorsport project in 

a NASCAR type series with alcohol-

fuelled V8s and last year converted

them to an injection system. 

“That’s why we start slowly; so

that people know us when we go 

into the market.”

Bosch Engineering, Bihr points

out, doesn’t have a standard, one-

size-fits-all strategy, but a flexible

approach designed to adapt to

individual markets and clients. 

Nor does it workshare to take

advantage of different time zones.

“We don’t workshare, but that 

doesn’t mean we start working 

here in Germany and then hand it

over to India, and then to Japan.

What we do here is a central platform

development to provide the systems

in principle and then do the local

engineering to bring the application

close to the customer. Here in

Germany, we have offices close to 

the clients. So, if their research and

development department needs

something urgently, we’re right there

to help.”

As with everyone else in the

vehicle industry, Bihr and his team

were affected by the downturn,

except it hit Bosch Engineering six to

nine months after car sales collapsed.

“Engineering budgets have been cut

and restrained. Certain programmes

we started were cancelled, delayed or

budgets reduced, so it means we’ve

had to finish the projects, but to

reduced specifications. Nevertheless,

we lost business and had to limit

working time and introduce cost-

saving measures to stay above the

waterline. We were quite successful,

as we have a very young team with

an average age of about 32. So they

understood what we were trying to do

and used this time to consolidate  the

business, training and integrating new

staff, so we didn’t lose many people

and we’re prepared for the upturn.”

Bihr is particularly enthused by

the revival of the UK industry, he

adds. “Lotus was really encouraging

and, looking at other customers like

McLaren and Jaguar Land Rover, you

see that enthusiasm for cars coming

back. We have already started

discussions with Lotus about

preparing the new models, especially

the Esprit, and, from the signals we

get, I am fairly confident you will be

surprised. There’s something unique

going on there.”

What the crises did highlight for

him were two trends: OEMs had to

work on cost structures to get

research and development done for

less investment, while simultaneously

being able to put the finances in

place for vehicle electrification which,

he says, has taken up a “fair degree”

of research and development

resources.

Yet Bihr believes the internal

combustion engine (ICE) has plenty of

14 www.automotivedesign.eu.com November  2010

Why ice
will not

melt away
As president of Bosch Engineering, Bernhard

Bihr is ideally placed to take an overview of the

challenges facing the global industry. He discusses

some of these with Ian Adcock and explains why

he believes the internal combustion engine (ICE)

will continue to dominate
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CVBernhard Bihr   

Educated in mechanical engineering at Munich’s technical university, 

53-year-old Bernhard Bihr started his career in 1983 with GKN Germany.

He joined the Bosch R & D Centre Schwieberdingen, Germany, in 1988 and 

a year later moved to Bosch, France. In 1993, he returned to the Bosch R & D

Centre Schwieberdingen and Abstatt, Germany, and took up his present role 

in 2004. He is married, with three children.
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potential, “For the next 10 to 20

years, ICE will still be dominant, but

you have to prepare, or everyone

thinks they have to prepare, for

electric vehicles (EVs) or hybrids

when there won’t be any return for 

a number of years.

“That reduces the budgets for ICE

to get the same results that everyone

is working on. There are already some

good ideas of how we can get the

same results, whilst at the same time

preparing for electrification.”

The challenge, explains Bihr, is the

cost of ownership to the end user: 

“I haven’t seen a calculation that

shows the total cost of ownership of

a hybrid car would be better than

diesel or direct injection petrol.

Nevertheless, we are continuing

working on developing solutions that

are maybe cheaper than in the first

investment and also give the yield 

in CO2 reduction. For me, the race 

is not over between hybrids, turbo-

charged downsized petrol and diesel

engines.”

Bihr argues that using electricity

to power vehicles and oil to heat

buildings is the wrong way round,

especially when in Germany, for

instance, more than 60% of electricity

is generated by coal-fired power

stations. “Do people understand

where the electricity comes from,

apart from the plug? Actually

increasing globally the amount of

electricity produced by coal is not

exactly what I would do to help the

environment.”

Whilst Bihr concedes there are

cultural challenges to a wider

acceptance of diesel beyond Europe,

especially in Japan – and maybe

increasingly less so in the USA – he

believes that the potential for second

and third generation bio-fuels is

“underestimated” and so promising

that it “might rival electrification”.

“We still don’t know how long oil

supplies will last. Forty years ago, it

was 40 years and that’s still being said

today. But second and third generation

bio-fuels from natural gas or biomass

to liquid process that don’t use food

stocks have the same sort of energy

content as fossil fuel, which is far

higher than anything you can imagine

getting from an electric battery.

“Predictions are very difficult,

especially when it concerns the

future, someone said. And even

though the lithium-ion battery we are

developing will double in capacity in

the foreseeable future, that’s still a

factor of four away from the range

you have with an ICE. Personally, I

think that bio mass and fossil fuels 

for transport and electricity for grids 

is the way forward.

“In 10 years’ time, EVs will still

only be niche players in the market,

with single digit sales and that’s more

likely to be 3% than 9%.”

The electrification of the vehicle to

reduce load on the engine, helping to

improve economy and further reduce

emissions, will continue apace,

predicts Bihr, although this in itself

presents organisations such as Bosch

Engineering with its own challenges.

“It won’t be easy to reduce the

amount of cabling, especially with the

growth in ECUs and motors, and that

becomes an even bigger challenge

when you have to integrate

components from different suppliers.

We need to be more integrated.

“Ten, fifteen years ago, everyone

wanted one box to control the

electronics. That strategy lasted a few

years and now everyone is going in a

different direction.”

This is already starting to happen

as the number of main control units is

steadily reduced, with a target of 20-

30 in five years, while sensors are

becoming more intelligent and

performing a variety of tasks.

Miniaturising components is also

key to saving weight. “When I started

at Bosch, an ESP system weighed

8.5Kgs; now it’s down to 1.4Kgs.

Optimising these components and

their installation helps reduce costs

across the board.”

One thing Bosch won’t do is to

degrade systems functionality to keep

costs down, especially for products in

the newly emerging industrial nations.

“Numbers is the key to getting cost

down and not degrading functionality.

That’s not for me and it won’t work in

the long run. We try to find a standard

that fits all, with tuneable software

where needed, and produce that in

large numbers – then the costs fall.”

Clearly, the past couple of years

have been a challenging time for Bihr

and his team, but Bosch Engineering

– along with many others in the

industry – has used the experience 

to come out leaner, wiser and more

capable of meeting the challenges

that lie ahead.

November 2010
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Niche products. such as the Audi R8, benefit from Bosch Engineering expertise
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Just what you’d expect from a leading partner to the automotive industry: 

Henkel’s Terokal structural bonds help to enhance structural stiffness 

by up to 30 percent while reducing weight at the same time.* A plus for

people and the planet.

Get an overview with the Henkel Benefi t Calculator. 

Simply scan the QR code with your smartphone or visit our website.  

Less weight – with Terokal

structural bonding from Henkel

* In comparison with conventionally welded vehicle bodies.

The actual data may vary according to the process parameters.
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W
hen you think about it, storing

harvested energy in a battery is pretty

inefficient. You are converting

mechanical energy into electricity,

which is then converted into a

chemical storage system, the battery. The whole

process then has to be reversed when you want

to use the energy. No wonder it’s only about

35% efficient. Using a flywheel to store the

energy doubles that efficiency. It’s also lighter,

less expensive and easier to package as well.”

You would expect Dick Elsy, chief executive

of Torotrak and a leading partner in the

government-backed Flywheel Hybrid System 

for Premium Vehicles (FHSPV) project with

Jaguar, to say that. But when he describes the

technology, he makes a compelling argument for

the system. 

The project started in July 2008 and since then it

has taken the partners – Flybrid Systems, Ford, Land

Rover, engineering firms Prodrive and Ricardo, Torotrak

and transmission expert Xtrac – to arrive at what Elsy

describes as “the foothills”, whereby the XF diesel fitted

with the mechanical Kinetic Energy Recovery System

(KERS) can start field trials, following a successful series

of bench and dyno tests.

There are three key elements to the system: the

Flybrid-developed flywheel, Torotrak’s traction drive

continuously variable transmission (CVT) and Prodrive’s

Proteus electronic control units (ECU).

According to Flybrid’s managing partner Jon Hilton, a

key element to its flywheel technology is the patented

and proprietary vacuum seal that allows the drive to be

passed outside of the chamber to where the bearings are

located. “We’re the only manufacturer that can provide

this technology, which is key to the Jaguar, as it’s very

difficult to lubricate bearings inside a vacuum, since the

oil would vaporise. So you have to use space grease and

you would never get 250,000Kms vehicle life with that.”

The knock-on benefit, adds Hilton, is that it allows

18 www.automotivedesign.eu.com November 2010
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Battery-based hybrid systems might be grabbing all the

headlines, but a British developed rival could be less costly

and more efficient, as Ian Adcock discovers
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Flybrid to use hybrid

ball bearings with steel

races and ceramic balls, the

same as used in high-speed

machine tools, which helps to

minimise costs.

Housed in an aluminium and

carbon fibre casing, the flywheel

rotates at a maximum of 60,000rpm

and has a maximum capacity of 540

Kilojoules. Even though it is manufactured

from unidirectional carbon fibre with a steel

rim, it can still grow three-quarters of a

millimetre when spinning.

The manufacturing techniques, explains Hilton, 

are very much the same as would be used to produce 

an automatic transmission and cost about the same, 

if manufactured in industrial quantities. “We

think that’s about one-third the cost of an

electric hybrid.”

Crucial to the flywheel’s reliability

is achieving perfect balance. “As

that is critical, we developed a

flywheel balancing rig in-house,

which is ten times more

accurate than any you can buy.

We balance to true centre of

gravity within 0.2 microns of

true rotational centre line.

“That’s how you get the

service life, because the

bearings have got a fairly big

load capability and the load that

comes from out of balance is

tiny, otherwise you’d never get

250,000Kms at such high speeds.” As the external

bearings are fully supported, the flywheel can be

mounted in any orientation, although, in this instance, 

its spin axis is across the XF. 

Explains Jaguar’s manager hybrid vehicles, Martin

Dowson: “The axis has been chosen to optimise

efficiency and we don’t have to put it through a pinion,

which wouldn’t be as good. If you had no constraints,

you’d probably put it vertically, because the highest

rotational rates are in yaw, rather than pitch and roll.”

Built by Xtrac, the Torotrak CVT is the link that

transmits the mechanical energy to and from the

flywheel, as Dick Elsy makes clear. “Torotrak found itself

as the technology of choice for the variable driveline

torque-based control, especially as the variator is able 

to feed the energy out of the flywheel at a very rapid rate.

Conversely, when it’s harvesting energy from braking, 

it’s feeding the energy back in at the required rate to 

spin the flywheel back up. 

“So it’s the ability to have completely independent

control between what the vehicle is doing and energy

stored in the flywheel. You need to have a variable device

to manage that flow in and out in a totally variable way,

its torque control, rather than having to track ratio. 

“This is one of the key features of our CVT and 

that’s why we found ourselves in a unique position with 

a mechanical system, because it’s compact, power

dense, torque controlled and quick to respond.”

Cover feature
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Although rated at 60kW, Elsy

says the variator can handle up to

100kW in short bursts. The size of

an alternator, it’s configured with six

rollers, plus input and output discs.

Moreover, says Elsy, fears over

shearing fluids’ longevity are long

gone. “We’ve had an extensive

technical due diligence carried out

on our technology. So, for

companies like Allison, our biggest

investor, we’ve had to prove that all

of our equipment and technology

works, and lots of other people

around the world have done that as

well. So there’s no technical

challenge, other than to improve its

performance, as there’s more that

can be done on the contact patch.

But, in terms of having a stable, fit-

for-life contact patch, that’s history

as far as we are concerned.”

It’s now, he adds, all about: 

“Can that unit be made in automotive

volumes at the right unit cost?”

Elsy reveals that the Torotrak 

has put the manufacturing of the

variators out to tender with several

tier one suppliers and sees no

reason why it shouldn’t be

manufactured in the UK.

Although fitted to a diesel XF,

where the KERS additional 60kW

can be used to augment a diesel’s

typical lack of low-end torque, or as

a booster for improved acceleration,

Elsy foresees a time when this

technology could find other

automotive applications. “It takes

time to deliver this in the car

industry, but we’re also working on

commercial vehicles where the

investment levels are not so great,

with lower volumes at a higher

transaction price. There’s a chance

it could appear there first and we’re

looking at the Flybus concept to 

see if it could be retrofitted.

“With cars, it would be locked

into a new vehicle programme and

cycle plan, since it demands some

body-in-white (BIW) changes. It can

go into front-wheel drive, but at the

moment its biggest benefits are to

be found within vehicles that are big

and heavy, stop and start a lot, and

are fairly quick.”

Given Elsy’s former background

as project director at Land Rover, 

it’s not surprising to hear him add:

“There are some really appealing

things that could be done with 4x4s

and torque vectoring, where you’ve

got the ability to get a lot of energy

out of the flywheel quickly. The

beauty of it is that the vehicle can

be made to perform in some

interesting ways. There isn’t any

limitation, apart from physics, as to

how quickly you can get the energy

in and out.”

From Jaguar’s point of view, this

is very much an ongoing project 

that they hope will realise a 20%

improvement in fuel consumption,

plus the benefits of stop-start,

electro-hydraulic power steering and

electric air-conditioning. However,

one of the system’s main attractions

is its compactness when compared

to battery hybrids. 

States Dowson: “One of the

main attractions of flywheel hybrid is

that it’s more or less in one lump,

plus an ECU. It’s integrated into the

driven axle, as that is less critical for

packaging. Nevertheless, it’s still a

fairly substantial addition, weighing

about 65Kgs in total. We had to

remove the rear frame member and

redesigned the rear subframe to

house it. But overall its architecture

makes it more attractive than the

electric approach when you’re

starting from a blank sheet of paper,

because there’s less to package.”

Controlling the input and output

of the KERS and melding it with the

diesel are two Prodive Proteus

ECUs, one to manage the CVT and

power, and a second monitoring the

system, shutting it down the instant

it detects an error state. These both

communicate with a third ECU

installed by Jaguar that acts as a

gateway to the car’s CanBUS

network.

November 2010

It’s now all about: can

that unit be made in

automotive volumes at

the right unit cost?”

says Dick Elsy

The flywheel hybrid system is
compact and nestles neatly in 
the Jaguar XF’s rear axle
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“It was a challenging project,”

says Prodrive’s Mark Willows. “In

terms of the control system, there are

several aspects. First, there’s the low-

level control of the CVT system, which

is quite detailed as to how the ratio,

clutches, etc, are controlled. Building

on from that, there’s the whole

integration strategy, determining how

much torque we want to demand, and

how that is split between the engine

and flywheel in various situations. 

“In addition to that, the ECU has

to decide when it’s the optimum time

to charge the flywheel and when is it

appropriate to release the energy. It

also has to take into account what the

driver is doing: is it an urban or

motorway situation, etc? There are 

a lot of parameters that have to be

accounted for to ensure smooth

transition of power.”

Clearly, there is still a lot of

development work to be undertaken

by the FHSPV team before the

technology is production ready.

However, early indications clearly

show that this type of KERS is not

only effective and more compact

than battery storage hybrids, but

also, with a target cost of only one-

third to a half that of an equivalent

battery system, significantly better

value for money.

November 2010
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A three-dimensional manikin that provides the physical representation of driver H-points, the H-Point Machine 
(HPM) is used to defi ne and measure vehicle seating accommodations. Offering a defl ected seat rather than a 
free seat contour as a reference for defi ning seat space, it is a vital tool in the design of interior packages.

Available through SAE International, the HPM is used in conjunction with SAE Standard J826 and is currently 
referenced in various federal and international regulations including NHTSA’s FMVSS in the US and ISO 
standards.  Utilized in testing for compliance to such regulations involving impact/crash, head restraint, or vision, 
it is the required safety certifi cation tool for vehicle production in many countries around the world.  Additionally, 
those who need to locate seating reference points and torso angles as reported by manufactures employ the 
SAE H-Point Machine.

And for advance design and research applications, the HPM-II is available, which includes reformed shells for a 
consistent and reliable fi t in bucket seats, an articulating back for lumbar support measurement, and the ability to 
measure the H-point without using legs resulting in simpler installation.

Improve interior package design, increase 
vehicle safety, and ensure international 
compliance with the SAE H-Point Machine 

Contact: 

SAE International Customer Service Phone:  
1-877-606-7323 (U.S. and Canada only);  
1-724-776-4970 (outside U.S. and Canada) 
Email: CustomerService @sae.org

NHTSA’s head restraint regulation is now 
fully in effect.  That means, in the US and 
Canada, front—and now rear seats—must 
meet FMVSS 202a.  NHTSA is also 
encouraging the EU and UN ECE to 
adopt similar regulations.  

To meet FMVS 202a, a head restraint measuring device is attached to the 
SAE HPM.  It is recommended in revised SAE Standard J826 Nov 2008 that 
a separate and unique HPM and HMPD for head assessment be used to 
eliminate any measurement variability that the HRMD may introduce. 

Ensure North American compliance and be prepared for changes 
in EU/UN ECE regulations.  Consider a second, dedicated SAE 
HPM—one for conventional HPM measurements and one for head 
restraint assessments. 

View video at 

store.sae.org/ea/hpoint.htm

Is one SAE HPM enough?
If your company tests and certifi es 
to FMVSS 202a, it might not be.

P101445
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he global economic crisis of

2009 had a dramatic effect

on the mobility engineering

industry. Ledger balances and bottom

lines were hard hit, and many

companies are still working to recover

financially.

But the crisis wasn’t just about

Euros and cents. The workforce also

was hard hit, with many engineers

losing their jobs and those remaining

having to take on new responsibilities.

With all of this change and transition,

the need for career and skill set

development has never been greater,

and the SAE recognises this.

Career Services has always 

been a prominent part of SAE

International’s programmes, products,

and services. But realising the

augmented need in the depth of the

crisis, SAE International launched new

tools to help engineering professionals

become more valuable in their current

jobs and become more marketable for

potential positions.

In June 2009, the SAE Career

Centre (www.sae.org/careers) was

launched online. Martha Schanno,

recruitment sales manager for SAE

International, describes the Career

Centre as a complete resource for

mobility engineering professionals.

“The SAE Career Centre is more 

than just listing job opportunities. 

It’s about expanding knowledge of

career development topics and

opportunities. We strive to make 

the SAE Career Centre a complete

solutions and tool set for today’s

engineering professional.”

Through the SAE Career Centre,

professionals can post resumés and

search job openings. They also can

post job alerts, to be notified when

specific job opportunities become

available. 

But the Career Centre is just 

part of the overall menu of career

advancement tools that SAE

International offers for the engineering

professional. At the SAE Commercial

Vehicle Engineering Congress, the

SAE World Congress, and SAE

Convergence 2010, SAE International

hosts Career Fairs. During these

events, engineers can meet with

recruiters from industry companies,

view job postings, attend career

development sessions, and have

resumés reviewed by industry leaders.

In September, SAE hosted a

Virtual Career Fair, which enabled

engineers to interact with recruiters,

attend webcasts on career topics,

review job postings, and network with

other engineers from their computers.

To date, 850 people have participated

and nearly 100 jobs have been

posted. 

Continuing with the online

services, SAE International officially

launched a new professional

networking site, EngineerXchange

(http://ex.sae.org), during

Convergence 2010 in Detroit. 

Created specifically for SAE

International members, Engineer-

Xchange provides exclusive access to

powerful new networking tools, jobs

and career counselling. Several career

counsellors and recruitment experts

provide timely and relevant advice

through blogs and discussion groups. 

One feature of the networking site

is a salary survey that provides data

on the average salaries for mobility

engineering professionals in different

regions and areas. 

The information provides

important comparison data for

professionals considering a move or

who just want to see how they stack

up against their colleagues. 

And SAE International also 

offers a rich portfolio of Professional

Development courses (www.sae.org/

training), covering all of the hottest

and most relevant topics facing

mobility engineering professionals. 

“Again, SAE International

considers its career services to be

much more than listing jobs or posting

resumés,” Schanno points out. “We

see it as a continuing partnership that

focuses on solutions.”

David Schutt, The Columnist
SAE International Chief Executive Officer

With all of this

change and

transition, the

need for career

and skill set

development has

never been greater

SAE International:
the full spectrum 
of career services

T

focus@sae.org
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A
uto manufacturers are

seeing increasing

demand for higher

quality audio, so their

challenge is how to bring

studio quality audio into the car.

Mark Bailey, senior European

manager for applications engineering

with in-car entertainment specialist

Harman, explains the thinking behind

the technology. “The goal is to

reproduce in the car what the audio

engineer wanted you to hear.”

That sounds easy, but achieving it

is a different matter. For a start, the

enjoyment of music is subjective:

what sounds great to one listener may

not be appreciated by another. “But

that doesn’t affect whether the system

is good or bad,” Bailey points out.

One of the first problems in-car

audio developers face is dealing with

glass. “With all that glass,” Bailey

comments, “it’s hard to get speakers

where you really need them to be. But,

with careful placement, careful use of

drivers, adjustment of tone and the

delay between speakers, you can

achieve the result you’re looking for.”

Jaguar Land Rover is looking to

address these issues with the sound

system in the latest Range Rover

Autobiography. The Logic7 HD

system, developed by Harman

Kardon, is fitted as standard in the

Autobiography and an option on other

Range Rovers.

Logic7 HD uses the latest digital

technology. Driving the system is a

1200W Class D amplifier that outputs

15 independent channels, generating

frequencies ranging from 20Hz to

20kHz. In all, there are 19 speakers

positioned throughout the car,

including tweeters in the facia, rear

doors and D pillars. The Logic7

system’s 5.1 surround sound

processing technology allows all

passengers to be in a ‘sweet spot’.

It is effectively a four-way system,

with a common subwoofer and three

way systems in each door. There is an

active crossover and individual time

delays for each channel to control the

acoustic response of each speaker.

Subwoofers handle frequencies

from 20Hz to 80Hz; woofers from

80Hz to 200Hz; mid range speakers

from 200Hz to 3kHz; and tweeters

handle 3kHz to 20kHz.

Mid range speaker cones are

made from a proprietary new

generation polymer called

Alumaprene. This polymer, developed

24 www.automotivedesign.eu.com

Sounds
fantastic
The auto industry is looking to provide studio quality

sound on the move. Graham Pitcher tunes in

November 2010

Integrating 19 speakers into the Range
Rover’s cabin was no easy task, below
and far right. The Logic7 HD uses the
latest digital technology, right
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and patented by Harman, features

carbon nanotubes and has been

modelled on the best reference woven

aramid loudspeaker cone materials.

This combination of stiffness and

damping results in a speaker with 

an extended bandwidth.

Since designing the Logic7 HD

system into the Autobiography is

complex, the process has taken about

30 months. “We start development 

at the same time as the car is

conceived,” says Matt Jones, an

audio systems technical specialist

with Jaguar Land Rover. “We look 

at what’s happening in consumer

electronics and have a sound

reference room built three or four

years ago, in which we can

demonstrate the latest technologies

and find out what needs to be in 

the vehicle.”

Part of the process involves

working closely with the car’s

designers. “They understand the

benefit of audio,” Jones notes.

“Where once we would have punched

three holes in the door panel, we now

design in speaker grilles, integrating

them into the door, rather than treating

them as separate parts. We do this

because we need the performance.

Conceptual thinking

“We start by modelling the entire

system, using consumer electronics

products, and set it up in an older

vehicle. Once we get that fixed, we

take the concept and ask whether we

can make it work and what needs to

be changed? We work closely with the

design department to make sure the

speakers go in the right position for

the acoustics.”

Weight is also important, even

though the Logic7 HD system weighs

little more than 5kg. “Weight affects

performance,” Jones points out, “so

we are using a Class D amp and

specifying speakers with rare earth

magnets to reduce weight. We have

also worked really hard on power

consumption, but the 1,200W amp is

there for quality.” He claims rare earth

magnets are only half the weight of

their ferrite equivalents.

Range Rover supplied Harman

Kardon with a full CAD model of the

Autobiography interior to allow system

design to proceed without a physical

model. But there is no free rein; a door

still needs to function as a door, even

though it may have a number of

speakers embedded into it. And 

there are only so many places where 

a speaker can be located.

Speakers need to be as high as

possible, so mid-range speakers are

in the door. But speaker engineers are

responsible for getting everything into

the cabin. “We work with Harman

Kardon,” Jones adds, “and it’s a two-

way process: we can’t just give them

a model of the cabin and tell them to

get on with it. But we obviously can’t

place speakers where it affects

structural integrity.”

Future developments envisaged

by Harman Kardon include amplifiers

with power outputs of up to 3kW and

systems with up to 25 speakers.

Along with conventional cone

speakers, it’s likely that parts of the

cabin – such as the headlining – will

be used to generate sound. And there

are plans for road noise cancellation

to improve sound quality further.

November 2010
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W
hen you rotate an

iPad - and it then

changes

automatically 

from portrait to

landscape display - the trick is

performed using a MEMS (micro-

electro-mechanical system)

inclinometer that senses which

direction is down. Other MEMS

sensors have revolutionised family

computer gaming through the

Nintendo Wii. 

Although production cars have

used MEMS devices for much longer,

principally in airbag sensors, their

contribution has been altogether less

obvious to owners. Nevertheless,

they represent the most significant

change in sensor technology of

recent years and are being applied

increasingly widely. In fact, the

automotive industry now exports its

know-how to the consumer

electronics industry: in 1995, tier 1

supplier Bosch – a leader in this field

– established its Sensortec division 

to do exactly that.

MEMS devices meld one or more

transducers and the electronics that

process their signals into a single

component, using semiconductor

fabrication techniques. They offer

benefits on many levels, compared 

to discrete solutions, typically being

smaller, cheaper, of higher precision

and more reliable. 

In automotive applications, MEMS

accelerometers are already used for

airbag sensors, GPS sat-nav systems

and electronic stability control (ESC),

the last of which also uses MEMS

gyroscopes. 

MEMS inclinometers are used in

theft alarms, electronic parking

brakes and automatic headlight

levelling systems, while MEMS

pressure sensors are used in tyre

pressure warning/monitoring systems

(TPWS/TPMS), and pressure and flow

sensors are increasingly deployed in

engine management roles. MEMS

infra-red sensors perform cabin

temperature control and anti-fog

duties, and MEMS devices also

feature in parking sensors.

Concerns have been expressed

that the growth of the MEMS sensor

industry will reach saturation, yet that

prospect now seems remote, even

though the sharing of sensors across

different sub-systems – one aspect of

the trend to sensor ‘clustering’ – will

reduce the current

level of sensor

duplication. Demand

for airbag sensors has

continued to rise and

Bosch has publicly

stated that, while

sensor redundancy

and fusion are

important

developments, there

are so many new

sensor functions

emerging that the market for MEMS

sensors will continue to grow.

Legislative requirements are

contributing to this maintained

impetus. Fitment of ESC has now

been mandated in the US, with a

phase-in period from September

2008 to September 2011. In Europe,

where ESC’s fitment was already at a

higher level, it becomes mandatory

for new types from late 2011. TPMS

November 2010
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has been mandated in the US since

2008 model year and will become 

a mandatory fitment in the EU from

late 2012. Two years later, AEBS

(Advanced Emergency Braking

System) and LDWS (Lane Departure

Warning System) technologies will 

be required on all new truck types 

in the EU.

Examples of the Continental’s

pressure-based side impact sensor

and its wide-bandwidth

accelerometer-based airbag sensor,

both of which provide enhanced

performance over legacy sensor

technologies. In the case of the side

impact sensor, air pressure within the

door cavity is measured, rather than

lateral acceleration. 

As the graphs show, this typically

reduces the fire decision time, in this

example by a factor of three, but still

provides high immunity against

‘misuse’ events: here, an impact from

a ball. Pressure measurement also

enables the whole exterior door panel

to become a sensing area, enhancing

crash detection when the impact

object is narrow (like a telegraph pole

or tree) or the impact height is greater

than usual, such as when the

impacting object is an SUV.

MEMS pressure sensors also

feature in a new passive safety

development from Conti and Daimler,

which detects pedestrian collisions

and triggers active hood or other

systems designed to cushion impact

with the bonnet area of the car. It

comprises an air-filled flexible tube,

encased within plastic foam, which

runs along the entire length of the

bumper, with pressure sensors fitted

at either end. 

When the bumper is deformed 

in a pedestrian collision, the rise in

internal pressure within the tube is

detected and the active hood

triggered within 10 to 15 milliseconds.

Again, this arrangement has the

advantage that an entire body

component becomes, in effect, a

sensor structure.

A new field for MEMS sensors is

the so-called ‘intelligent tyre’, first

examples of which are expected to

be introduced in the next few years.

These incorporate sensors within

their structure that enable parameters

such as vertical load, footprint area

and slip angle to be determined,

facilitating the design and

deployment of enhanced ABS and

ESC systems.
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H
igh-temperature power

electronics have

become a vital aspect

of future designs of

compact power

converters for applications including

power conditioning and distributed

motor/actuator controls. But the

development of high-temperature

capacitors has lagged far behind

other system components (eg,

semiconductor switches that can

operate at temperatures >200°C). 

The dielectrics operate at

temperatures far beyond conventional

X7R and X8R formulations (125 to

150°C). These new higher temperature

(>300°C) materials are suited for

advanced power electronics, based

on emerging solid-state switching

technologies, such as IGBTs and SiC. 

Capacitors used in these circuits

must operate at high frequency (10 to

100 kHz), with voltages ranging from

200 to 600 V. They must also be able

to handle high ac ripple currents,

implying the need for low dielectric

loss, low equivalent series resistance

(ESR) and high insulation resistance.

For applications on electric vehicles,

the capacitors must have a high

volumetric efficiency to minimise

volume and weight and, therefore, a

high dielectric constant and/or very

low dielectric layer thickness. 

High-temperature capacitors have

been a small, highly specialised

market, based on low permittivity

materials (mica, Teflon, rerated NPO

and X7R ceramics). However,

emerging high-power-density solid-

state switching technologies represent

substantially larger markets that,

particularly for vehicles, are poorly

served by existing capacitors. Thus,

the development of a high-permittivity,

high-temperature dielectric with

excellent power-handling capability is

New super-power
capacitors unveiled
Future generations of

electric vehicles could

greatly benefit from 

a new development of

capacitors with a high

volumetric efficiency

to minimise volume

and weight 

November 2010
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Electronics

a breakthrough that will enable

development and commercialisation

of advanced power electronics. 

The goal of researchers at TRS

Technologies was to develop a

dielectric optimised for use with SiC-

based electronics that had a high

permittivity and low dielectric loss at

300°C. This was accomplished by

developing one of the highest

temperature ferroelectric relaxor

dielectrics ever reported. 

Normal ferroelectrics are

characterised by very sharp peaks in

their dielectric constant versus

temperature curves that correspond

to ferroelectric-to-paraelectric phase

transitions (ie, the Curie temperature).

Below the Curie temperature, these

materials are ferroelectric and often

have dielectric constants in the order

of 500 to 5,000 over a broad

temperature range. 

Ferroelectrics, however, often

exhibit very high losses under ac

driving conditions, due to reorientation

of the ferroelectric domains. On the

other hand, relaxor ferroelectrics have

broad, diffuse ferroelectric-to-

paraelectric transitions. Near the

transition temperature, the

ferroelectric domains are nano-sized,

with unstable polarisation and low

loss under high ac driving conditions.

The researchers’ strategy, therefore,

was to take a normal high-

temperature ferroelectric composition

and modify it into a relaxor

ferroelectric for high-temperature

power capacitors. 

In general, a material that is initially

ferroelectric can be modified into a

relaxor by doping with cations that

perturb the translational symmetry of

the lattice. Dopants can have larger

sizes, different valences, or create

associated ionic vacancies on either

the cation or anion sites. If the local

strain or electric fields associated with

these point defects are sufficiently

strong, they interact with the

spontaneous dipolar polarisation of

the ferroelectrics and fundamentally

alter the polarisation mechanism. 

Radical change

The long-range dipolar ordering,

which characterises the normal

ferroelectric material and produces

domains with a specific

crystallographic relationship, is broken

down by these local interactions and

frustrated dipolar microregions exist

instead. Along with this radical change

in polarisation distribution, dynamic

fluctuations in the orientations of

these microregions are also

introduced. The net result, in terms of

properties – and highly attractive to

capacitor applications – is a broad or

‘diffuse’ transition that has a

frequency dependence to what is now

called the Curie maximum (Tmax). 

The performance of this new

dielectric – referred to as HT-300 –

was demonstrated in the form of

prototype multilayer ceramic

capacitors (MLCCs). The prototypes

were designed to be rated at 200-500

V, with values ranging from 100 nF to

10 μF at 300°C, including 0.1 μF/500

V, 1.5 μF/500 V, 1 μF/200 V, and 10

μF/200 V. 

Standard lifetime testing and

highly accelerated lifetime testing

(HALT) were used to modify the device

designs to maximise lifetime. Newly

developed NPO-type capacitors

(referred to as WT-2), with 10 pF to 50

nF capacitance and application

temperature from cryo condition and

up to 500°C, were demonstrated, as

well as high Tc material (referred to as

WT-1 and WT-3), with 10 nF to 50 μF

at 360°C and application temperature

of 200-450°C. 

One of the attractive

characteristics of WT-1 and WT-3

compositions is that they have low

temperature dependence below

200°C, compared to HT-300. This

property makes these compositions

an attractive choice when little

capacitance variation with

temperature is required. 

WT-2 composition has excellent

temperature stability and very low loss

in wide range, up to 450°C. This

material is also useful in cryogenic

conditions. 

HT-300 was designed for

operation near 300°C, as required for

specific applications, but was shown

to operate well at temperatures

ranging from room temperature to

more than 400°C. 

This article is based on SAE

technical paper 2009-01-3124 by S.

Kwon, W.S. Hackenberger and E.F.

Alberta of TRS Technologies.
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T
he automotive industry is

famed as an early

adopter of technology.

Now it is on the verge of

taking up a technology

that sits at the interface of plastics

and electronics – which are both

becoming increasingly prevalent in

the modern car.

Several developers are looking

at new ways of fusing these two

elements together, so that plastics

components can be directly imbued

with electronic capability.

LPKF is a case in point. The

German company is in the business

of designing and building lasers –

and has developed a technology 

to help it sell more of them. In

partnership with a number of major

plastics suppliers, including BASF,

Lanxess and Ticona, it has now

launched a range of metal oxide

additives. These are added to

plastics resins, which are then

moulded into components.

“When we track a laser across

this part, we can activate the

surface and metallise it,” says

Wolfgang John, senior consultant 

at the company. “We can then put 

a circuit board on to a plastic

component. There is no need for 

a separate PCB.”

The technique, called Laser

Direct Structuring (LDS), has been

established for some time. But most

applications have been in antennae

for mobile phones. LPKF says that it

has begun to find success in mass-

produced automotive components –

and has high hopes of many more.

The BMW Z4 has used the

technology since 2008, in a steering

wheel control switch – the first

large-scale automotive application.

The moulded interconnect device

(MID) is made from a speciality

grade of Pocan, a thermoplastic

polyester from German materials

supplier Lanxess. The steering

wheel is made by tier one supplier

TRW Automotive Safety Systems 

of Germany.

At the same time, Continental

has begun using an MID, created

with LDS technology, in a device 

for adaptive cruise control that will

be supplied to Audi and Daimler.

The MID is made by Harting of

Switzerland, from a special grade 

of Vectra LCP from Ticona. It is, in

turn, supplied to Iskra in Slovenia,

which assembles the complete

device for delivery to Continental.

John says that LDS allows the

production of thinner parts – or

parts with unconventional shapes.

“In future, if a designer wants more

rounded structures, they will need

rounded surfaces – and PCBs

cannot be made like this. We’re

already talking to customers about

the next generation of switches with

a rounded shape.”

LPKF’s first generation of

products had a single laser head

and manipulated the part, in order

to create tracks on its surface. Its

latest products use three or four

laser heads that improve

productivity by 60-80% and do not

need the part to be moved. The

company has also developed

30 www.automotivedesign.eu.com

Making tracks
Incorporating electronic circuits directly into plastic components

is the ultimate in component consolidation – and is set for take-off

in automotive applications. Lou Reade reports

November 2010

The steering wheel on 
the BMW Z4 includes 
a control switch that uses a
moulded interconnect
device (MID)
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smaller machines that allow the

production of MID prototypes.

“We’ve developed a new paint

that you can spray on to a

prototype plastic part and metallise

it like a standard material,” adds

John. “In a few hours, you can have

a functional MID.”

Flexible friend

Electronic circuitry can also be

incorporated into flexible parts,

such as plastic film. Again, this idea

is well established and

already used to make

flexible PCBs for applications

such as headlights and gearboxes.

But emerging techniques could

lead to these devices being made

more simply and cheaply than they

are now. One method, developed in

the P3T (Plasma Printing and

Packaging Technology) project by

Fraunhofer IST and partners, has

demonstrated a new way of doing

this that cuts out process steps 

and saves on raw materials.

Rather than using ‘traditional’

techniques – in which materials

such as copper are coated onto a

substrate and then etched away –

Fraunhofer uses a ‘cold plasma’

method to create circuit tracks

directly on a plastic substrate,

which it calls area-selective

metallisation.

“This is a reel-to-reel method,”

says Jochen Borris, a project 

leader at Fraunhofer IST. “Once 

the surface has been functionalised,

it can be dipped into a galvanic

plating bath.”

This type of device more often

requires a high cost, high

temperature film called polyimide,

but the P3T technique will work 

with a number of substrates,

including PET, PEN and PP.

One of the key elements of P3T

is the creation of amine groups on

the surface, because nitrogenous

gases are used in the plasma

process. These groups help to 

bind a palladium catalyst – and 

the subsequent metallic layers – 

to the surface.

“By the end of 2012, we aim 

to demonstrate that the technique 

is cost efficient and resource

efficient,” says Borris. “After this,

we will look to scale it up.”

November 2010

Combining plastics with electronics is a radical method of part

consolidation. UK-based Beru F1, although focused on Formula One

cars, has developed a means of embedding a wiring harness within a

composite shield. It says that its Wiring in Composite (WiC) will reduce

the weight of the harness and make it more robust. WiC was used in the

Jaguar C-XF concept car.

And BayerMaterialScience has developed a number of electrically

conductive films for automotive applications. Its electroluminescent films

can be used to replace conventional dials on a dashboard, while its

organic light emitting diodes (OLEDs) can replace conventional lighting.

Winning combinations

Materials
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T
he conventional

combustion engine – that

smoking, choking dinosaur

of automotive propulsion –

has a lot going for it still.

For one thing, you can hear it coming.

Driving a near silent electric vehicle

(EV) or hybrid-electric vehicle (HEV)

might be good for the environment,

but it’s new stealth status is

challenging automotive engineers

regarding how to maximise pedestrian

safety when these cars – whose

biggest potential lies in urban use –

make virtually no noise at all to warn

pedestrians of their presence.

The figures are striking. In 2009,

research by the US National Highway

Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA)

found that a HEV was twice as likely

to be involved in a pedestrian crash

than an ICE vehicle when it was

“slowing or stopping, backing up, or

entering or leaving a parking space”*.

At higher speeds, pedestrians can

hear such vehicles, thanks to road

and tyre noise, but up to around

50Km/h, people are going to need

electronic help to replace the

mechanical noises that conventional

cars make. Legislation is coming

surprisingly quickly. Major car

territories are working to define and

introduce minimum noise levels for

HEVs. Japan is leading the way,

though the US, and then Europe, will

follow.

There are a number of difficult

questions to answer. What type of

noise will this be? How will it be

produced and what will it sound like?

The most obvious solution, since

drivers and road users are already

familiar with this sound, is to

reproduce mechanical combustion

engine noise for EVs. This means that

engine-like sounds look the most

likely to be imposed by legislation. But

it’s not as simple as that. There are

cultural differences regarding the

types of noises that annoy people and

the kind of sounds that people like.

Will all cars sound the same? And, if

not, what are the branding

opportunities for vehicle

sounds? Is a city full

of branded

vehicle sounds all blaring out like

demonic Nokia ringtones, Lightsabers

or Cylon helmets really a suitable way

forward?

Acoustic expert HARMAN

Automotive has developed a solution

with Lotus Engineering called

HALOsonic that actively controls and

synthesises sound for output through

an external speaker at the front of the

car, and internally to the driver and

occupants. Sensory inputs from the

throttle and braking pedals are

processed via the vehicle’s CANbus,

and sound is generated for delivery

externally and internally. On its

demonstrator Toyota Prius, these

sounds mimic those of a Prius I4,

boxer 4-cylinder, V6, supercharged

V8, American V8 or V12 combustion

engine, plus a couple of science

fiction-like spacecraft sounds more

familiar to movie-viewing teenagers

than the pedestrians of Crouch End or

Banbury.

“From a pedestrian recognition

point of view, the mix of high

frequency and low frequency sounds

32 www.automotivedesign.eu.com

WHEN SILENCE IS 
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Head unit

Control module/amplifier

Audio system

Front external speaker system

Rear external speaker system

Throttle position sensor

Engine speed signal

Accelerometers

Microphones

Error microphones

HALOsonic system

Hybrids and EVs will
present manufacturers
with the challenge of
developing distinctive
external sound systems

Ryan Borroff investigates

the challenges of making

electric vehicles audible

to other road users
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that a normal engine makes is quite

important,” explains Colin Peachey,

group chief engineer Controls and

Electrical at Lotus Engineering. “Low

frequency sound – down to 50-100

hertz – travels farther, so you get an

early warning of a vehicle

approaching. But high frequency

sound is associated as to where the

sound is coming from; it’s more

directional.”

Guide Dogs for the Blind

In practice, actively adding sound for

amplifying through a vehicle’s external

speaker warns pedestrians of the

car’s speed and location. In the UK,

The Guide Dogs for the Blind

Association was involved in the

development of HALOsonic’s

Electronic Sound Synthesis (ESS)

system’s sound characteristics, so

that its external sound pitch and

volume changes with speed. 

Sound is louder as the car

approaches and falls away more

quickly as it passes, compared to 

a conventional ICE vehicle.

Meanwhile, inside the cabin, such

sound masks undesirable vehicle

noises, and also enhances driver

feedback and brand perception. John

Dixon, principal engineer at the

Institute of Sound and Vibration

Research (ISVR), part of the University

of Southampton, explains: “People

thought electric motors were going to

be quiet, but getting performance and

efficiency from them has meant

there’s a whole raft of new noises,

including tonal noise. The human ear

is very good at picking these single

frequencies out and they’re perceived

as annoying. This is made even worse

by regenerative braking, which can be

quite intrusive, too. This is all

compounded by the ongoing drive to

take weight out of vehicles and this

affects attenuation, so unwelcome

noise goes up.

“What you want is to take this

annoying noise out, such that you are

left with a fairly bland characteristic.

Then you can add sound back, in

terms of brand image,” adds Dixon.

“But different cultures have different

views on what sounds good and what

doesn’t. For example, Japanese ears

are happy with high frequency noise

and less happy with low frequency

noise. In Europe, this is the opposite.

It’s not so much, ‘what will a Renault

EV sound like, compared to a Toyota

EV?’, but more the point that Toyota

will engineer these sounds for different

territories.”

But the real conundrum, says Tony

Harberman, sales director of

HARMAN Automotive, is what should

an electric vehicle sound like? “One

extreme is that a manufacturer may

want an EV to sound like an internal

combustion engined vehicle,” he

states. “The other extreme is much

more creative, whether it could be the

sound of a spaceship or birds

tweeting. There isn’t one single

answer; everyone will have a different

solution to differentiate their brand. It

will become a design tool for

communicating brand DNA. It can be

tailored, so potentially could be highly

expressive and radical.”

So far, HARMAN Automotive’s

market research has found most

EV/HEV manufacturers want a unique

branded ‘electric’ sound. Yet blind

people prefer a conventional engine

sound, with all of its acceleration and

deceleration characteristics, because

it enables them to identify a car’s

speed, direction and distance.

Adding combustion engine sounds

may be familiar to both drivers and

pedestrians, but could ultimately be

an interim measure. “We know that an

indication of how fast you are going is

very useful from ICE cars,” says John

Dixon. “These engine harmonics tell

drivers and pedestrians about speed.

But, in the long term, we may be

weaned off these sounds. A signature

will be present, but it will be

progressively less like an internal

combustion engine.”
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HYBRID AMT

Drivetrain Innovations develops  cost-effective 
and fuel saving  transmission solutions.

Drivetrain Innovations
T +31 40 2931082
info    dtinnovations.nl 
www.dtinnovations.nl  
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A
utomobile manufacturers

have long been

adapting their model

strategies according 

to the differing mobility

requirements of their customers in

each international market. They

respond flexibly to their customers’

expectations, in terms of comfort,

safety, environmental factors,

performance and price. 

The resulting wide variety of

vehicle concepts and engines means

transmission technology is also under

considerable pressure to adjust. Only

a transmission that has been perfectly

adapted to the driving profile can

support a vehicle’s performance to

maximum effect and contribute to

increased efficiency; while hybrids

and electric drivetrains increase in

complexity and result in the need for

further made-to-measure solutions.

In 10 technical forums at the 

9th International CTI Symposium,

‘Innovative Automotive

Transmissions, Hybrid and Electric

Drivetrains’ (30 November to 

2 December, Berlin), around 50

companies from the automobile

industry will be presenting new

concepts for the various forms of

vehicle drivetrain. Along with the

opportunities for increasing the

efficiency of transmissions, the latest

developments in the area of hybrid

and electric drivetrains will be

discussed at the CTI symposium. 

The transmission’s role in hybrid 

and electric vehicles will be another

focal point, while questions relating 

to energy storage and various

components will also be presented. 

As part of the plenary event, Rolf

Najork (GETRAG Corporate Group),

Dr Manfred Klüting (BMW AG), Dr.

Tim Leverton (Tata Motors Ltd.) and

Kazutoshi Noma (Jatco Ltd.) will be

discussing the question of how the

transmission, engine and battery

combination will influence future 

cars. Dr. Gerd Bofinger of Porsche

AG will talk about the significance 

of all-wheel drive systems for high-

performance vehicles.

Dr Nobert Verweyen (RWE

Effizienz GmbH) will describe the

potential of electric-powered mobility

for the energy industry. As part of one

of the technical forums, there will

also be a discussion of the initial

results from fleet trials with electric

vehicles. The changes 

in transmission development that

results from

electrification of the

drivetrain will also be

taken up by Dr Wolf-

Ekkehard Krieg (ZF

Sachs AG) and

Masanori Ueda 

(Nissan Motor Co.).

EV gearbox

Transmission specialist

Zeroshift has devised a

multi-speed gearbox for electric

vehicles (EVs) that needs no clutch – a

damper inside the gear hubs and

electronic control of the motor make

ratio changes seamless. Having more

than one gear ratio and the ability to

shift without interrupting torque means

the motor runs at higher efficiency,

extending range and batteries’ life

expectancy by up to 10%. 

Development of the concept is

underway using Zeroshift’s proprietary

gear-shifting system. The innovation

could enable manufacturers to

downsize EVs’ electric motors,

keeping them running longer at the

medium loads and speeds, where

peak efficiency of over 95 % is

possible. For drivers, that could mean

more performance, greater range and

longer lasting batteries. 

DRIVING HOME

THE MESSAGE
The 9th International CTI Symposium, ‘Innovative Automotive Transmissions,

Hybrid and Electric Drivetrains’, picks up on current trends in the development 

of drivetrain technologies

www.automotivedesign.eu.com 35November 2010

CTI preview

Zeroshift multi-speed
gearbox for EVs
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ON THE ROAD WITH AVL TRANSMISSIONS

AVL‘s transmission engineering provides you unique competences combining  

integrated development expertise and calibration & testing know-how.
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Zeroshift’s managing director Bill

Martin says: “Our studies suggest

that, by using a compact, multi-speed

transmission and a smaller electric

motor, manufacturers can gain an

operating efficiency of up to 10%.

You can use that 10% to improve

EVs’ range or reduce the size, weight

and cost of battery packs.”

Zeroshift’s concept prevents any

torque interruptions during ratio

changes and does not require a

clutch, issues that have so far

deterred EV manufacturers from

fitting multi-speed gearboxes. 

Current EVs instead use a single-

speed transmission, but the motor

then spends more of its time outside

of its optimum efficiency range. 

Zeroshift is developing its

compact transmission with highly

regarded consultancy firms and

manufacturers on the next generation

of seamless layshaft automatic

transmissions for hybrid medium-duty

trucks, buses and passenger cars. 

The company’s technology

replaces the synchromesh in a

conventional manual gearbox with

paired interlocking rings that change

ratios without interrupting torque. 

“Until now, none of the

transmission alternatives provided a

satisfactory option for EVs,” explains

Martin. “Conventional manual

transmissions interrupt the drive to

the wheels during gear shifting and

require a clutch, adding cost and bulk

to the tightly packaged powertrain of

an EV. Conventional automatic

transmissions and CVTs also add bulk

and introduce a 10% efficiency loss,

wiping out the potential motor

efficiency benefits.”

Energy recovery

The wide experience in mechanically

coupled flywheel technology at

Drivetrain Innovations (DTI) has

resulted in the development of Brake

Energy Recovery Systems that make

use of medium speed flywheel

technology. Using this technology in

combination with a compact electric

motor enables a cost-effective hybrid

drivetrain structure. Using flywheel

technology is an effective and low-

cost way to enable basic hybrid

functions, such as brake energy

recovery, engine assist and engine

stop-start. It substantially reduces the

need for batteries, inverters, cabling,

and electric machine power to realise

generation, storage and re-motoring

of the vehicle’s brake energy. The

structure can be mated with any type

of transmission (MT, AMT, Powershift

AMT, AT, CVT, DCT).

An interesting combination occurs

when combining the flywheel energy

recovery system with a CVT as the

main transmission. In such case,

there is actually no need for any

electrical system, rendering the most

cost-effective hybrid suitable for main

stream applications.

Where ‘A’ segment cars already

have sufficiently low carbon

emissions, the price sensitive 

‘B’/’C’ segments can easily and

economically complement the future

fleet CO2 regulations of 95 g/km by

adopting this low-cost energy

recovery system. 

For higher segments cars, full

electric medium or full hybrids appear

to be the best match between on-

cost and added value.

November 2010

CTI preview

DTI’s innovative
flywheel and CVT
combination

Global reputation

The CTI Symposium has firmly

established its reputation as one

of the most important events for

transmission and drivetrain

experts worldwide. In addition to

the wide ranging conference

programme, the accompanying

exhibition, ‘Transmission Expo’,

with more than 70 international

exhibitors, offers further

opportunities to find out all about

global trends in the industry.

www.transmission-expo.de

The two-day symposium will

be preceded by an introductory

day on 29 November. In two

parallel series of talks, the

interdisciplinary knowledge

resulting from the electrification 

of the drivetrain will be a central

theme for those developing

drivetrain and transmission

technology. The event will end

with the chance to take part in a

comparative road test of current

transmission and drivetrain

technologies at the ADAC 

driving safety centre in Berlin.
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Join us at the CTI Conference in Berlin on 30th November and

1st December 2010.  Your chance to get the new second edition

of the most widely read book on Automatic Transmission

Fluids.  Come and see us at Booth 73 and meet the authors!

If you are unable to attend the event, email us at

automaticallyfirst@aftonchemical.com and reserve your

copy of the book today!

Find out why Afton is
Automatically First in
ATF additive technology

© 2010. Afton Chemical Corporation is a wholly owned subsidiary of 

NewMarket Corporation (NYSE:NEU) www.aftonchemical.com

Automatically First
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More and more drivers are looking to Double Clutch

Transmissions because they’re fun to drive and good 

on fuel economy. 

More and more OEMs are turning to Afton for their

additive chemistry. 

The challenge was to provide sophisticated frictional

properties for the double clutch, superior protection for

the gear sets, and state-of-the-art synchronized performance

across a wide range of synchronized materials.

With 95% of all wet DCT equipped vehicles using Afton

technology, we’re proud to be...

© 2010. Afton Chemical Corporation is a wholly owned subsidiary of 

NewMarket Corporation (NYSE:NEU) www.aftonchemical.com

95% OF ALL WET DCT EQUIPPED VEHICLES
ALREADY USE AFTON ADDITIVE TECHNOLOGY
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AVL Transmission Solutions

The experienced AVL team has been

providing transmission solutions for

well known manufacturers worldwide

for years. Efficient development and

simulation tools, combined with

extensive engineering experience and

skills, are the basis for innovative

solutions, such as: automated

transmissions with and without

synchronisation; automatic

gearboxes; double clutch

transmissions; continuous variable

transmission; and design upgrades

for fuel economy and hybridisation.

Starting from the first sketch –

followed by the concept, layout

and detailed design – AVL covers

all steps of transmission design,

processed with state of the art

methods and AVL’s tool chain. The

design is supported by virtual

and/or real test bed approvals.

Interaction and close cooperation

with analysis, simulation and the

production engineering divisions

ensure a fast and reliable project

execution.

Transmission calibration starts 

at the engine; the optimum fuel

economy and shift comfort can only

be achieved with a defined torque

interface. AVL’s long-term engine

background provides a unique

opportunity for successful customer

projects. AVL is also supporting the

challenge of testing transmission

developments at an early stage of the

product development by frontloading

the testing into simulated

environments. 

Friction on demand

Afton Chemical is the market leader

for additives used in Automatic

Transmission Fluids (ATFs), and is

approved by Daimler Ford, GM, VW

and ZF for factory fill.

ATFs are characterised by their

frictional performance. Afton uses a

statistical modelling process that

gives OEMs ‘friction on demand’,

delivering ATFs that exactly match

their hardware needs.

The ultimate challenge for an ATF

is to maintain this performance, so

that the OEM has the comfort of

knowing that the friction and torque

capacity of their ATFs are maintained

throughout the designed lifetime of

their transmission.

Drive System Design 

Transmissions are playing an

increasingly important role in the

search for improved fuel economy

and reduced emissions. Drive

Systems Design has the full range of

capabilities and expertise an OEM

needs to develop existing gearboxes,

upgrading them from five- to six-

speeds and increasing torque

capacity, thus avoiding the expense

of developing a new design. 

It can also undertake reverse

engineering, benchmarking and

analyse key development challenges

overcome by rivals.

Manufacturing processes play 

a key role in the design of gears 

and Drive System Design has the

capability to simulate manufacturing

processes, especially in the

challenging area of bevel gears.

Noise, vibration and harshness are

key attributes to improving driving

quality, an area that OEMs are

increasingly focusing on and a skill 

of which Drive System Design has 

a deep understanding.

Freudenberg

Reducing emissions is currently the

most important development target in

the car industry. Nothing is being left

out: all vehicle components, new

power transmission technology and

alternative fuels are being examined

and adapted, in order to meet this

challenge. With these specific

challenges in mind, Freudenberg has

developed a comprehensive range of

‘Low-Emission Sealing Solutions’

(LESS) that help to bring about a

significant reduction in fuel

consumption and emissions.

Freudenberg has channeled its

entire expertise in materials, sealing

technology, mechatronics, and

lubrication into LESS. These areas 

are the building blocks of innovative

solutions for engines, drivetrains,

chassis, brakes, fuel supply, energy

storage and air conditioning. 

Optimised packages comprising

cylinder head gaskets, elastomer

seals and elastomer composite parts

that have been specially adapted to

suit these components minimise

performance loss in systems and

directly contribute to the reduction 

of emissions. 
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CTI preview

DSD’s Tractic differential can be used
as a passive/active limited slip
differential or as a torque vectoring
device

AVL advanced transmission test
facility
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L
ike its parent company,

Lotus Engineering has had

a mercurial past: this is

the company that took the

lead in active suspension

and has an enviable track record in

developing lightweight structures,

engines and vehicle dynamics, as

well as advanced technologies such

as active noise control. 

Yet it has also been buffeted by

the capricious nature of the global

motor industry. When Group Lotus

was owned by General Motors, many

OEMs shunned the engineering

consultancy, for fear of their secrets

being leaked back to Detroit. 

That, says Dr Robert Hentschel,

who took over as head of Lotus

Engineering in December 2009 after

leaving EDAG Inc, is now a thing of

the past, despite the fact that,

ultimately, Group Lotus is owned by

Malaysian car maker Proton. “First of

November 2010

Dr Robert Hentschel, director

of Lotus Engineering, talks with

Ian Adcock about his ambitious

plans for the Norfolk-based

consultancy

ALL
change at

Hethel
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all, there are a lot of companies in the

market that have OEM ownership:

IAV in Germany with Volkswagen,

Porsche Engineering, Mercedes-

Benz MB Technology, for example.

Most of them have a connection to

an OEM, so customers are used to

working with these kinds of

companies. But, because Lotus is 

a niche player, it’s seen as more or

less neutral.”

For years, Group Lotus – both the

car manufacturing and engineering

divisions – had been stuttering

financially, as it struggled to survive.

All that changed when its new CEO

Dany Bahar proposed an ambitious

revival plan to Proton that demanded

an €880 million investment over the

next decade.

Hentschel won’t reveal how much

of that is going into Lotus

Engineering, beyond saying that,

over the next five years, its Hethel

facilities will all be updated and re-

equipped with state of the art

dynamometers, climate chambers –

“everything.” He intends doubling

both the headcount from the current

630 and revenues by 2015.

He wants to build on Lotus core

competences of lightweight

architecture, efficient performance

and driving dynamics, but focusing

more on hybrids and hybrid

integration. “Everyone knows the

Tesla is based on the Lotus Elise and

it brings to people’s notice that we’re

good at electrical integration. If you

like, it’s been a free advertisement for

us,” he states, adding: “I was really

surprised when I joined by the level

of expertise in electrics and

electronics, integrating complex

hybrid drive and electric drive. I think

we’re really good at that.”

He readily admits that, in the

past, Lotus Engineering “never really

sold itself, as there was no real

marketing”, but he has plans to

change all that.

The existing offices in Detroit,

USA, are going to be complemented

by new facilities in California to

service the burgeoning electric

vehicle manufacturers such as Tesla

and Fisker, while a new manager is

being hired for the Shanghai office.

And he sees further expansion of the

engineering facilities shared with

Proton in Malaysia and an eventual

move to India in 2013.

Given Hentschel’s background

with EDAG, it’s not surprising to learn

that he wants Lotus Engineering to

target the German OEMs

aggressively. “In Germany, we may

have subsidiaries at each of the

major vehicle manufacturers,

because they are used to having their

services on the doorstep. OEMs want

to learn from us, as we’ve very lean

processes and spend perhaps only

one-fifth or a tenth of the money they

do to develop a car. But we have to

change people’s mindset and provide

the German OEMs with engineering

work and capabilities equal to their

own.” 

And while he doesn’t admit it as

such, he is determined to attract

young German engineers to Lotus

Engineering. “I think Lotus is a good

platform for recruitment and that the

UK has become more attractive for

Germans, because there’s a lot of

negative press these days about

America. Young graduates are very

aware that you have to speak English

and the best way to learn it is to live 

in the UK.”

In the longer term, Robert

Hentschel is establishing the Lotus

Engineering Venture Fund with an 

as yet unnamed investment partner.

The idea behind it is to speed up

development of intellectual property

rights (IPR) by outsourcing ideas and

concepts to third party entrepreneurs

who would take on the development

to a stage where Lotus Engineering

could buy it back or sell it. 

As Hentschel points out: “Most

organisations have an issue with

developing IPR and technologies.

“Because they are so focused on 

core products and their customers,

new technologies and ideas are

sometimes not developed as quickly

as they should be. Outsourcing will

speed up that process.”

Currently, some 70% of Lotus

Engineering’s work is for third parties

and the balance for Lotus Cars.

However, he admits that his division

might struggle to develop the six new

Lotuses unveiled at Paris Motor

Show and that some of the

development work will have to be

done elsewhere. “I think the strategy

has to be that we outsource part of

the work, but also set up the

structure to deliver the cars,” he

reveals.

In five years time, we’ll be able to

judge if those ambitious targets have

indeed been met.

He readily admits that,

in the past, Lotus

Engineering “never

really sold itself, as

there was no real

marketing”

November 2010

€114 million is due to be invested in
Lotus Hethel site (above), including a

renovated test track, new assembly
lines and expanded engineering

facilities
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P
aris closed off the

European motor show

season with a stunning

display of around 50 new

cars, underlining the

gradual growth in confidence within

the automotive sector. 

A similar feeling was in the air the

following week at Wolfsburg’s IZB

supplier show. Both shows were

powerful shop windows for new

technologies that will allow

manufacturers to keep one step

ahead of rivals. Automotive Design

highlights some that caught our eye.

Four-wheel drive to the fore

A trio of new four-wheel drive

technologies made headline news 

at the IZB exhibition in Wolfsburg,

Germany.

Linamar displayed its transfer

case system that converts a rear-

wheel drive vehicle to four-wheel

drive. It employs an electro-

hydraulically activated clutch with a

single speed chain or gear in a

transfer case to transmit torque to

the front axle immediately rear-wheel

slip is detected.

John Jennings, senior manager

driveline systems, explained that,

compared to electro-mechanical

system: “Ours is simpler and 

thus lighter. The main shaft clutch

pack, chain size and sprocket 

are determined by the torque

requirements; it’s the electro-

hydraulics that are unique.” The unit

on display was sized for a torque

capacity of 1800-2000Nm but that

was scalable, according to Jennings,

who added that it would be in series

production in the USA and Europe 

“in the next two years.”

AAM EcoTrac

AAM’s EcoTrac all-wheel drive

system offers an option that

minimises the impact on fuel

economy and emissions, when

compared to a full time all-wheel

drive drivetrain. 

The EcoTrac system allows the

AWD vehicle to utilise its primary

drive system, the front wheels, when

AWD is not required. Vehicles can

automatically transition to AWD

seamlessly when it senses AWD is

necessary. Utilising an AAM-

designed electronic controlled

coupling (ECC) in the rear drive

module, the system is activated and

brings the driveline to a proper speed

within 200 milliseconds, delivering

the necessary torque and vehicle

stability performance. 

When conditions allow, the

vehicle reverts back to an

economical mode, conserving fuel

and reducing emissions. The

proprietary AAM electronic control

software and hardware eliminate

driveline mechanical losses, which

aids in maximising fuel efficiency,

while providing enhanced vehicle

control and fully variable

AWD performance.

According to John C

Hibber, director advance

technology development:

“Our configuration is different,

in the way it can engage left-

and right-hand inputs with a

single clutch. It also has cost

advantages and fuel economy

similar to a front-wheel drive and, by

disconnecting the power transfer

unit, there are no parasitic losses.”

Currently scaled up to 2500Nm, 

it is slightly heavier than traditional

4wd, but offers a 10-20% mpg

improvement. AAM hopes to have it 

in the marketplace ‘soon’ in a global

product.

e-AAM Driveline

e-AAM Driveline Systems AB is a

joint venture between Saab (one-

third) and AAM (two-thirds), set up to

exploit electric all-wheel drive

systems engineered by Saab’s

chassis development team. 

“We realised that we needed a

big company behind us to support

the programme,” explained senior

manager Magnus Rydell.  Although

Saab will be the first customer for the

eAWD system, Rydell said it is

primed to sell to anyone.

The system consists of an air-

cooled 15kW electric motor, mounted

on the rear drive module. From

standstill to 80Km/h, it operates in

New technologies
grab headlines
Ian Adcock reports on major technology announcements coming out 

of both the Paris Motor Show and IZB
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traction mode, reducing 0-100Km/h

acceleration times by 1-2 secs over

the same car, with only a similarly

sized petrol engine. Beyond 80Km/h,

the electric motor moves into torque

vectoring mode, controlling the

1200Nm of delta torque between the

rear wheels, resulting in more stable

high speed handling.

The big benefit, explains Rydell, is

that you get traction and energy

recuperation under braking. The

electric motor also helps to boost

performance, particularly in first and

second gears, easing low speed

urban driving.

Depending on the level of

hybridisation – ie, if batteries are

included – there’s a potential 30%

reduction in fuel consumption at

higher levels, being able to

disengage the internal combustion

engine and use only electric power

for up to 70Kms (although 15 is more

typical).

Mating the eAWD with a dual

clutch transmission would allow the

car to start off in electric mode

before blending in the ICE, also

helping to alleviate the ‘tip in’

characteristics of some DCTs.

“You can have the best of both

worlds with this system: a sporty car

or an eco-car, like the Prius,”

concludes Rydell.

Wiper revolution

The humble windscreen

wiper has hardly changed

since it was first patented in

1907. However, at the Paris Motor

Show Valeo showed a major

breakthrough that does away

with conventional nozzles for

spraying washer fluid onto the

screen.

Instead, the innovative

Aquablade is fitted with one or

two tubes that evenly distribute the

fluid via a series of tiny holes running

the length of the blade. This avoids

wastage and applies the liquid more

evenly, irrespective of vehicle speed.

Because it is more efficient,

Aquablade can halve washer fluid

consumption, thereby reducing the

fluid reservoir by up to 2Kgs.

The system uses either one or

two tubes, with fluid pumped through

them individually according to the

wipers’ position on the windscreen

by synchronising the water pump

with the wiper motor. The wipers will

be available in 2012.

Valeo’s second wiper technology

has recently debuted on the new

Mercedes-Benz SLS AMG. The Dual

Drive Motor is a new concept that

separates the two arms, eliminating

the linkage, as each arm has its own

synchronised electric motor, as well

as the traditional cam/rod set-up as

the motor changes the direction of

rotation at the end of each sweep.

Eliminating the linkage and single,

bulky electric motor results in a 30%

or 1.7Kgs weight saving, while a new

generation of electric motors that will

shortly be available shaves off a

further 300g, while delivering

Linamar’s AWD
system, above
Valeo’s new
wiper motor,
below
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increased efficiency and torque.

With the electronically managed

motor, wiper speed remains

constant, unaffected by wind speed.

There’s also an increase in the area

swept clean, because the two end

limits are calculated to within 0.5

degrees, allowing the wipers to reach

the edges of the windscreen. 

The electric motor management

also prevents jamming and will

automatically reverse the wipers, if it

detects an obstruction on the

windscreen, such as a piece of ice.

New pads for aluminium discs

Honeywell announced at Paris that it

is working with a leading vehicle

manufacturer to develop a rear axle

brake pad application aimed at

meeting the unique requirements of

aluminum brake discs. 

The programme will deliver

significant advantages over

conventional cast-iron discs. Alloy

brakes dramatically reduce a

vehicle’s unsprung weight, thereby

contributing to improved fuel

consumption and lower emission

values. They also have a much longer

service life.

However, these discs also place 

a new set of demands on the brake

pads, notably in matching the friction

material mixture to the higher

requirements of the European market

and to the very hard brake disc

surface. 

The new brake pad developed by

Honeywell Friction Materials is similar

in its characteristics to the Non

Asbestos Organic (NAO) pads

currently in use in the American

market. 

An alloy brake disc with

Honeywell friction material exhibits

new characteristics when braking.

After braking for the first time with

this latest pad, a film of

friction material forms on

the brake disc, quickly

offering reliable braking

performance, even in

corrosive environments.

The material also increases

service life and exhibits

improved braking comfort

properties. 

In a separate

development, Honeywell revealed a

new generation of hybrid brake pads.

In these Jurid pads, the best

characteristics of high-performance

Jurid low-met pads and high-comfort

Jurid NAO are combined, offering

good coefficients of friction and

stable performance, as well as very

high comfort, long service life and

minimal brake dust.

In Europe, as greater attention is

placed on comfort and brake dust

avoidance, the demand for hybrid

pads is set to increase further. In its

development of such pads,

Honeywell is concentrating on

improving the performance

characteristics and further reducing

the proportion of expensive raw

materials. The aim is to develop high

performing, yet high comfort brake

pads, such as the exclusive Jurid

J200 hybrid pads, and to offer them

at a competitive price on the

European market.

Multi material Audi 

Production times for carbon fibre

structures will be as low as three

minutes within the next five to 10

years, according to Dipl.-Ing.

Heinrich Timm, head of the Audi

lightweight design centre. Talking to

Automotive Design at the Paris Motor

Show about the Audi quattro

concept, which features extensive

use of aluminium space frame

technology, steel chassis and carbon

fibre body panels, Timm revealed

that Audi is developing resin transfer

moulding technology, combined with

automated cutting and laying up of

carbon fibre material to speed up the

November 2010

Paris Motor Show and IZB Review

Honeywell introduced its first-in-class
turbocharger ball bearing technology,
above, on the 2011 Mercedes S 350
BlueTec diesel engine. By reducing
friction losses, ball bearing technology
enables improvements in fuel
economy, emissions and overall
performance. Mercedes claims that its
new 3.0L V6 turbodiesel engine will
improve combined fuel economy by
11% to 6.8l/100km and decrease CO2
emissions to 177 g/km. At the same
time, engine power is increased 10%
to 192kW and torque is up 15% to
620 Nm. 
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manufacturing process. Currently,

this is labour intensive and involves

slow curing in an autoclave.

Although the quattro concept

features carbon fibre body panels, he

believes the material is better suited

to structural beams where it can be

tuned to improve body stiffness and

manage energy flows. “We have a list

of parts which are best suited to

particular materials and Audi is in a

good position to calculate where are

the best places to use carbon or 

glass fibre.”

The coupé’s body-in-white weighs

just 159Kgs, only half of what it would

weigh, if made entirely of steel.

Ford EV and powertrain plans

Ford is insourcing an increasing

proportion of its electric and hybrid

systems. The upcoming C-platform

EVs, PHEVs and HEVs will all use

batteries and transmissions designed

and built in-house.

The Focus EV will be built in

Michigan; the C-Max HEV and PHEV

in Valencia, Spain. There will also be

additional HEV and PHEV models

from the same platform for North

America. They are likely to be based

on the crossover version of the new

C-platform.

This platform has been protected

for integration of the electric and

hybrid powertrains. All use the same

engine-mount points as the gasoline

and diesel versions, and the body

rigidity and resonances and crash

performance are designed for these

electrified powertrains.

Talking at the Paris Motor Show,

Ford’s vice president, Global Product

Programs and Product Development,

Joe Bakaj, said that the EV Focus will

have a range of 160km under NEDC

combined cycle conditions. He

added that its cost would be similar

to the PHEV, because the cost of its

extra 100km-worth of batteries is

approximately equal to the cost of

the PHEV’s gasoline engine and

hybrid transmission.

Bakaj also said that the PHEV

cars will have an EV button. This sets

the car to run on EV-only mode until

the battery has reached its depletion

limit. If the button is not pressed, the

car will go less far on electricity   –

approximately 50km – and then cycle

the gas engine, so as to use fuel

most efficiently for a longer journey.

Mould-in-place engine gaskets

Henkel has developed mould-in-

place (MIP) polyacrylate gaskets for

powertrain applications that are 10

times less susceptible to

hydrocarbon permeation than

silicone gaskets and are used

particularly in engines required to

meet Low Emission Vehicles or Ultra

Low Emission Vehicles

specifications.

Once the component has been

detached from the mould, a brief

post-cure irradiation is required to

dry the surface of the high-

performance MIP gasket.

November 2010

Paris Motor Show and IZB Review

The new Mini Countryman, above,
features SCHOTT fibre optic
illumination running through the
centre of the car, from the gearshift
through to the rear seats. Glass fibre
light guided inside plastic sheathes are
illuminated by light emitting diodes,
infinitely adjustable from orange to
blue.

Joe Bakaj says the EV Focus will have a 160Kms range
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Volvo’s vision is of an accident
-free

future. But is that rea
lly viable?

60 second interview
J a n  I v a r s s o n ,  h e a d  o f  s t r a t e g y ,  V o l v o  s a f e t y  c e n t r e

O
ur aim is to design cars that do not crash,” says Jan

Ivarsson, head of strategy at Volvo’s safety centre in

Gothenburg, Sweden. He goes farther, adding: “Even

medical rehabilitation is unacceptable.”

But a crash-proof car is a tough call, even for Volvo. How is

Ivarsson’s team going about it?

He describes Volvo’s pioneering work on amassing crash

details involving Volvo cars during the last 40 years: 60,000

people in more than 40,000 crashes. Volvo’s own crash

investigators attend incidents and validate their collated 

data against insurance industry and police investigations, 

now including Germany and the US. 

“We look at the type of accident and the injuries, examine any video or

photographs, and measure two hundred hard points around the vehicle to understand the

accident and its causes,” says Ivarsson. “That data is fed into our new vehicle design

and it gives us a clue as to which technology to pursue.”

So Volvo’s structural safety and its smarter seat

belts with staged deployment, load limiters and

pretensioners are a direct result of understanding the

forces unleashed in a crash. It has recently embarked

on a detailed driving study, partly funded by the EU

(Euro FOT), where 100 Volvo test vehicles record huge

amounts of dynamic ‘black-box’ data, video, and even

driver heartbeat and sweat rate. “It’s about 100

Terrabytes of information,” he reveals, “and will give

us a unique understanding into the causes of crashes.”  

Ivarsson says that, with Volvo’s no-crash

deadline just 10 years away, his team has two generations of new cars in which to

introduce enabling technology. 

“Part of this will involve taking some of the responsibility away from the driver

– driving is too complex.” However, he doesn’t want to ban certain types of drivers. 

“I don’t want restrictions and I don’t want to take ignition keys from older people. 

But we will need vehicle systems that override in a crisis.” 

Such systems include the Satre Road Trains, which Volvo is working on with

Shoreham-based engineering group Ricardo. Radar, Wi-Fi and 3G phone systems allow

vehicles to find, join and leave high-speed motorway convoys where cars are

electronically linked to follow a lead truck or bus, driven by a professional driver.

Another is a collision prediction system, which uses a super-smart algorithm to draw 

a vector polygon around every vehicle in a given radius, calculating speed and course

to determine collision risks. 

“

“Part of this will

involve taking some

of the responsibility

away from the driver

– driving is too

complex.” 
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OUR POLYMER

OUR KNOW-HOW

YOUR INNOVATION

The automobile future 

drives with plastic!

We can only make guesses about the automobiles of tomorrow. But one thing is for sure: Their 
development will be infl uenced decisively by high-performance engineering plastics. Whether this 
concerns novel drive concepts, production processes or components, Ticona contributes valuable 
know-how and innovative products - as in the fi eld of electric-powered mobility where Ticona 
delivers innovative solutions with high-performance plastics. Sandwich boards made from Celstran® 
LFT ensure greater stability and lower weight in battery support structures in automobiles. 
Connectors are already one product for the liquid crystal polymer Vectra® LCP which is also used 
in high-voltage applications, in lighting and as an insulator for actuators or motors. The ultimate 
material for electrical components is Fortron® PPS in pumps for coolants, in fans as well as in 
coil carriers and relays. Hostaform® POM with the low-emission XAP grades is excellent for use 
in automobile interiors. Electromechanical components in the on-board power supply have long 
been a specialty of Celanex® PBT. And especially light battery separators can be achieved with the 
ultrahigh molecular weight polyethylene GUR® UHMW-PE.

What idea do you want to realize? We look forward to shaping the future with you!

High-performance 
polymers with perfect 
profi les

•  Lower weight with greater resilience 

•  Low-emissive in automobile 
interiors

•  UV resistance for visible moldings, 
resistance against weathering

•  Excellent sliding properties and high 
continuous service temperatures 

Your partner for high-performance polymers:

TiconaCommunicationsEurope@ticona.de · www.ticona.com
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